The Tractor was the first introduction to the riding lawnmower family, the Tractor
and Rider has become a homeowner and consumer classic with its many attachments
and all terrain versatility. The Tractor and Rider family has grown so large it has now
been divided by frame specifications. There are three categories, the LS Series, Lawn
and Garden series and the Articulating rider.
New Products, New Design and New information, we understand that’s a lot of
information for property owners. With so many different lawn care needs here is a
breakdown of the benefits of each series to help in choosing which will best suit your
lawn care routine.

LS Series Tractors
Our LS Series garden tractors with side discharge are ideal for large properties. They
feature wide cutting decks, extra heavy-duty chassis, First-class ergonomics and
powerful engines so you can perform like a pro. All LS Series models feature a
hydrostatic transmission for superior transport speeds, as well as cruise control and
extra-large rear tires for a mother ride.
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Powerful engines
Push Button starting
Heavy-duty Fabricated Cutting Decks (Lifetime Warranty)
Ergonomic step-through design
Smooth, Pedal-operated hydrostatic transmissions
Fender-mounted cutting height adjustment

Lawn & Garden Tractors
Compact and Versatile, Husqvarna’s garden tractors provide superior year-round
performance. Features such as fender-mounted cutting height adjustment, adjustable
seat and an ergonomic steering wheel make these tractors simple and comfortable to
operate. Hydrostatic transmissions and air induction mowing technology ensures a
clean, consistent cut every time. In addition, all models can be equipped with a range of
towable accessories.
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Powerful Engines
Smooth, Pedal-operated Hydrostatic Transmissions
Fender-Mounted Cutting Height Adjustment
Precision Cutting with Air Induction Mowing System
Ergonomic Step-Through Design

Articulating Riders
Husqvarna articulating mowers put the professional touch on your yard. Articulated
steering provides first-class maneuverability and makes driving around trees, bushes
and flower beds a breeze. The efficient rear-wheel-drive system ensures excellent
traction when mowing on slopes and is further enhances with all-wheel-drive on the
R 322T. Combines, these two features provide best-in-class mowing performance. The
air induction side-discharge cutting deck allows grass clippings to be dispersed evenly.
The deck also has reinforced tube bar for extra durability around the deck frame. The
combi-cutting deck is perfect for mulching, which promotes a healthier lawn.
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Precision-Welded Steel Chassis
Front-Mounted Cutting Deck
Intuitive Operation
Easy-Access Controls
Versatile Attachments
Convenient service position (except R120S)

